Abstract. The present study focuses on a
particular aspect of votive portraits in
Moldavia, namely, on a group of founders’
th
th
representations of the late-15 – early-17
centuries, where ktetors are depicted either
holding scrolls with prayers or being
accompanied by patron saints holding such
scrolls. It examines some artistic and
rhetorical techniques applied in the
creation of these images, in order to shed
light on the interaction between the
depicted personages and their beholders,
and to understand the role of characters’
placing and postures, as well as of texts in
medieval votive compositions. The paper
also publishes a corpus of Slavic
inscriptions
included
into
these
compositions. Finally, it deals with two
main aspects of such representations,
namely, with the texts of prayers written on
the scrolls and the iconographic motif of
scrolls held by founders or by the saints
accompanying them. For a better
understanding of the function of these texts
and images, the study considers possible
sources and comparative material for both,
the texts and iconographies.
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In recent decades, scholars dealing with
art of Byzantium, the Byzantine commonwealth and post-Byzantine cultures tended
to make inquiries concerning problems of
founders and benefactors of ecclesiastic
institutions whose portraits, graves, wills
and other traces of pious activities
1
survived. In this sense, the Romanian
scholarship also followed the trend and
turned to the issue of ktetoreia, analyzing
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especially the reach material left by the
2
Moldavian
medieval
monuments.
However, the phenomenon of Moldavian
medieval ktetorial portrait, though being
discussed in monographs and articles
dedicated to individual monuments, has not
3
yet received sufficient attention. In recent
years, one MA thesis, one article and one
4
monograph regarded the problem of
Moldavian
royal
ktetorial
portrait,
accordingly, in the frameworks of memoria
social practice and as comparison material
for Wallachian rulers’ cults, while the
problems connected with the medieval
images of noble Moldavian founders have
not been studied separately.
The present study, however, doesn’t try
to comprehend the entire phenomenon of
ktetorial portrait in medieval Moldavia, but
rather it focuses on a particular aspect,
namely on a group of founders’ portraits of
th
th
the late-15 – early-17 centuries, where
the ktetors are depicted either holding
scrolls with texts or being accompanied by
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patron saints holding such scrolls. Thus,
this article deals with some artistic and
rhetorical techniques applied in Moldavian
medieval portraits and it attempts to shed
light on the interaction between the
personages and the beholders and to see the
role of attributes and texts in creating
medieval votive compositions. In other
words, I will try to answer the following
questions:
• What is written on these scrolls?
• What are the sources of these texts?
• What is the role of such texts in the
votive compositions?
• How the texts affected a potential
beholder?
In this way the study shall deal with two
important aspects of such representation,
namely, with the texts of prayers written on
the scrolls and with an iconographic motif
of a scroll held by founders or the saints
accompanying them. And if the former
question leads a scholar to studying textual
tradition in order to find out what kind of
information
such
texts
want
to
communicate to a beholder, then the latter
problem directs me to research a visual
concept of “depicted prayer” represented as
performed by a ktetor or by his/her patron
saint on his/her behalf. Consequently, to
understand this concept I am going to look
for possible analogies to such compositions
in the art of the Byzantine commonwealth.
This iconographic solution including
scrolls into the votive compositions was
relatively common for the founders’ portraits
of the 15th- and 16th-century Moldavia, and,
as it will be demonstrated below, it was
employed by different social groups
(voievods, noblemen, bishops) and for images
in various media (murals, miniatures, book
covers). However, the ways of depicting
scrolls and their texts varied, and therefore,
here I will try to put together all known
examples preserved from this period, in order
to establish a kind of general picture of the
phenomenon. I will also regard the cases
when the texts on scrolls are not preserved,
but the scrolls themselves are still visible in
votive compositions.

As a first stage of my research I am
going to present the known instances of
Moldavian votive composition involving
the scrolls. In the majority of cases I
transcribe these texts directly from the
paintings and reconstruct the missing parts
insofar as I am able. In some cases when
the texts have been already transcribed or
translated, I point a source of original
transcription/translation in the footnote or,
in examples when my own transcription
does not coincide with the ones published
earlier I mark this fact in the footnote and
propose my own variant of reading in the
body of the text.
Dolheştii
Mari,
St.
Nicholas
(Paraskeve) church (before 1481):5
The church was built by hatman
Şendrea, portar of Suceava (1479-1481),6 a
member of voievode’s council, married to
Maria, sister of Ştefan the Great. This
foundation, being part of the boyar’s court,7
was intended to be a burial place for the
family of Şendrea, his father,8 his wife, and
probably him himself.9 On the southern
wall of the church’s narthex one can find a
niche, intended for placement of the burial
slab, and decorated with fresco painting.
This niche, divided into several registers
with images of the Holy Trinity,
Evangelists, bishops and apostles, and
martyrs, is arched on the sides by
medallions with prophets. Its lowest register
includes a votive composition representing
Şendrea (with the prayer-scroll in his hand)
with his wife and three children led by the
Virgin to the enthroned Christ. On another
side of the Lord, the boyar’s family is
interceded by St. Nicholas addressing
Christ with a prayer painted on a scroll. As
it was suggested by Ioan D. Ştefănescu,10
such
iconographic
arrangement
is
connected with the list of the persons
mentioned during the Proscomidia service
in the prosthesis (from the Apostles to
ktetors), and therefore it alludes to the
funeral character of the niche and the
founders’ commemoration which resulted
from their pious activities and donations.

On the scroll of hatman Şendrea
(Dolheştii Mari), one can read the following:
v(ñó)ñ õ(ðèñò)å âë[à]ä(û)ко æèâоòó
ìоåìó ïðièìè ì(о)ëåíiÿ è ì(о)ëáà ðàá
òâоèõ è ïðоñòè è ïоì(è)ëóè íà[ñ]
“Jesus Christ, Master of my life, accept
prayers and petitions of your servants, and
pardon and have mercy upon us”. While the
scroll of St. Nicholas reads:
Ïðéèìè âë(àäû)ко ì(о)ëá© ðà(áú) ñâоè(õ) è
ïð(о)ñòè è ïоìèëóè è(õ) áë(à)ãоñðüäéѧ ñè
ðà(äè) á(о)æå – “O Master, accept the
prayers of your servants, and pardon and
have mercy upon them because of good11
heart, o God!” Thus, both texts have the
same aim, to persuade the Lord to accept
the prayers of the founders, the church built
by them, and to pardon their sins. Because
of the compositional arrangement of St.
Nicholas and the Virgin reminding the
12
Deesis scene and the allusion to the Last
Judgement through depicting Christ
enthroned and mentioning the pardon of
sins in the inscriptions, the funerary
composition
receive
additional
eschatological character representing the
ktetor and his family facing the trial for
their sins and virtues.

Rădăuţi, St. Nicholas church (13871391, 1420s, 1480-1482, 1497)
Traditionally, the construction of St.
Nicholas’ church was associated with
voievod Bogdan I (1359-1365), but a recent
study proved that first stone building was
13
erected in the years 1387-1391, during
the reign of voievod Petru I. The church
contains the first necropolis of Moldavian
rulers (Bogdan I, Laţcu, Costea, Petru I,
Roman I, Ştefan I and their family
14
members), and for the first time it was
painted under Alexandru cel Bun, as
15
mentioned in a document of 1414-1419.
Between 1479- 1482, Ştefan cel Mare
ornamented the graves of six rulers of
Moldova with carved stone slabs, while the
present day murals of the naos were also
16
made by the same ruler, about 1497. In
1559 voievod Alexandru Lăpuşneanu added

to the church a new narthex, and possibly
renovated the paintings.
The votive composition is placed on the
southern part of the western wall and
consists of the following personages
without inscriptions preserved: Christ
sitting on the throne and flanked by angels,
St. Nicholas with a scroll representing the
ktetors before the Lord, a bearded ruler
bringing the model of the church without
the new, additional, narthex, an adolescent
dressed like a ruler, a ruler with long hair
and mustaches holding a scroll, a younger
ruler, a girl and a royal lady. The
identification of these personages was a
17
subject of long-lasting debates, however,
in the second half of the 20st century the
scholars agreed to identify the last four
figures as Ştefan cel Mare, his son Bogdan
(or Alexandru), his daughter (possibly,
18
Maria) and his last wife Maria Voichiţa.
Two first figures still pose a problem;
leaving aside earlier authors regarding the
votive composition remade in the time of
Alexandru Lăpuşneanu, L. and A. Bătrâna
19
20
see here Petru I and Ivaşcu, I. Solcanu
proposes personalities of Bogdan I or
Alexandru cel Bun as a first figure, while
he considers the second one, a young ruler,
to be another son of Ştefan cel Mare.
Another detail posing even more questions
is a Slavonic graffito survived next to the
second figure (an adolescent ruler) which
21

reads, алеѯандрѵ[вое]во(д) стараг(о) and
consequently indentified the personage as
either Alexandru voievod or as his son.
However, there are several facts which can
be surely stated:
1) In the votive composition, there are
two persons responsible for the foundation
acts, one with the model of the church, and
second one with the scroll, consequently,
they are depicted as two founders with
different
measures
of
participation
(construction of the building and another
form of endowment).
2) The first four figures are the voievods
since they have crowns, the second
personage being junior toward the first or
the third ones (expressed by the difference
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of sizes), thus being an offspring of one of
them.
3) The last two personages are females,
and, thus, construct a family group with the
figures no. 4 and, probably, no. 3.
4) The composition including several
generation of rulers with different measure
of participation in the life of the building, as
well as historical facts concerning
involvement of Alexandru cel Bun and
Ştefan cel Mare suggests that the painting
had
obvious
ideological
character
expressing the succession and continuity
between the rulers.
In this composition, the scrolls with
texts appear twice. The first one is hold by
St. Nicholas, and because of quite
deteriorated condition it is hardly readable:
âúñåäðúæè[òåë]þ
ã(оñïоä)è
ìоë©
ò
âçû(ñ)......å ïðоñ[ò]è.... ïð÷.....ú òâо......
ì[оëá©].. ïðè[íоñè]ìоå.. èì[] .... õià ñúè,
(All-mighty Master, I beg you… pardon…..
prayer(?) brought to your name …. this
one). Obviously this text is an addressing to
the Lord on behalf of the first ktetor or all
of them. The second scroll is held by a ruler
and was considered as “testimony of
donations which he endowed with the
22
bishopric of Rădăuţi,” however it would
be better to call it a prayer since it reads:
âë(à)ä(û)ко ì[ú]íо(ãо)ì(è)ë[о]òèâå ïðièìè
ì(о)ë[ü]áû ìÿ ãðýøíàãо âüñüìè àко
æü[ð]òâi© âäоâiöèíý òû òàèíо ïð.. <ïðèÿ?>
ïðièìè wò óñðäÿ ïðiíоñèìоå òåáý (Oh, allmerciful Master accept the prayers of very
sinful me as you accepted the secret
offering of the widow, accept what is
23
brought to you from my zeal).
There is another composition involving
a ktetor and, supposedly, a prayer written of
her behalf. The northern part of the eastern
wall of the original narthex is occupied by
the Diesis, where enthroned Christ is
flanked by St. Nicholas and the Virgin
holding a scroll and presenting a royal lady
to her Son. The lady can be identified as
Anastasia, daughter of Laţcu, who gave a

village of Coţmanii to Rădăuţi church and
died in 1420. Her grave was as well
refashioned by Ştefan cel Mare considering
24
her as his “ancestor.” So, even though the
text of the scroll is not preserved, one can
assume that it should have played a role
similar with the same element of the votive
composition in the narthex, i.e. addressing
Christ on behalf of the ktetoress.
Bălineşti, St. Nicholas church (14931511):
The ktetor of the church was logofăt
25
Ioan Tăutu, member of the ruling council
and head of chancellery under Ştefan cel
26
Mare and Bogdan III.
Being a court
chapel, St. Nicholas’ church housed the
burial of the logofăt himself and several
27
generations of his offspring: its narthex
28
includes nine medieval graves.
The
building is executed in elegant Gothic
forms and consists of a long naos and
narthex with polygonal western side, the
entrance decorated with the southern
29
adjoining bell-tower, it was painted by
the atelier of Gavriil Ieromonah, leader of
one of the artistic Moldavian schools of
30
painting. The votive portrait depicting the
founder approaching the enthroned Christ
with the model of the church is situated on
the western wall of the naos, i.e., in a
31
different spatial unit than the burials. The
logofăt is accompanied by his family, sons
(Patraşcu and Ioan), wife Magdalina,
daughter Nastasia, Archangel Michael, and
the patron Saint Nicholas holding a scroll
32
with a prayer on the ctitor’s behalf. St.
Nicholas’ scroll reads the following:
âë(à)ä(û)ко
âúñåäðüæèòåëþ
ã(оñïоä)è
I(ñó)ñå Õ(ðèñò)å ïðiè ìоëá© ðà[áоâü
òâо]èõú (ïðè íо)ñèìоå âú èì òâоå ñâýòоå
ÿкоæå ïðèèëü å(ñè) wò âäоâi äâý ÷åò
<öàòå> òàко i íàøå ïðé(ìè) (Oh, Allmighty Master, Lord Jesus Christ accept
prayers of your servants brought to your
holy name as you accepted two coins from
33
the widow, the same way accept our…).

Humor , Church of the Dormition of
the Virgin (1530)
34
The monastery was founded in 1530
by mare logofăt of Petru Rareş, Teodor
35
Bubuiog, with the support of the ruler
himself (the dedicatory inscription placed
36
mentions “help of Peter the voievod”).
Therefore the church, although being a
boyar’s foundation, has a burial chamber
between naos and narthex, a typical feature
37
for royal foundations.
The logofăt
himself is buried in the chamber, dedicated
38
to the Life of the Virgin,
where,
39
according to the votive inscription, he
organized his own burial and that of his
wife, Anastasia, during his lifetime. The
grave of the logofăt is placed under
arcosolium decorated with painted scene of
Deisis, while Anastasia’s burial, likewise
under an arcosolium, has only decorative
40
painting. The donor’s wife is depicted in
genuflecting in front of the enthroned
Virgin with Child, while on the opposite
wall, Teodor, kneeling before Christ,
addresses him a prayer written on a scroll:
õ(ðèñò)å âúñåäúæèòåëþ ïðèìè ìоëáѫ ðàá(ú)
ñâоèõ ïðèíоñèìоå âú èìѧ òâоå ñ(âå)òоå è
ïðý÷(è)ñòèà òè ì(à)òè ÿк(о) (all-Mighty

Christ accept the prayer of your servants
brought to your holy name and that of your
most-pure mother, as…). So, as one can see
the use of plural form in the inscription
suggests that the supplication was
addressed on behalf of both, Teodor and
Anastasia.
However, in the naos, on the western wall,
one can find a votive image of another
founder: Petru Rareş (ïåòðú âоåâоäà) presents
a model of the foundation to enthroned
41
Christ, he is followed by his wife Elena
(ã(оñ)ï(о)æ(ä)éà åëåíà) and son Ştefan, and
interceded by the Virgin holding a scroll,
which text, unfortunately, is not preserved.
Finally, in 1555, hatman and
pârcălabDaniil and his wife became the
42
second ktetors
of the monastery and
received their image on the eastern wall of
43
the narthex. This act of ktetoreia was

motivated by the kinship of the second
founders with the initial sponsor of the
monastery, the predecessor of Teodor
44
Bubuiog. Under explanatory inscription
(ç(ä)å âòоðéè кòèòоðü è óкðà(ñèòåëü?)
ñâ(ѧ)òàãо õðàìà ñåãо ïàíü äàíèèëü õàòìàíü
è ïðúкàëà(á) ñó÷àâñкûè è….(òåоäо?)ñéѧ â
45

ë(ý)ò(о) Ç¿/ã/ ì(åñѧ)öàí(?) к/) Daniil and
his wife Theodosia are depicted kneeling in
front of the enthroned Virgin with the
Child, to whom the donor passes a kivotion
and a censer, the objects mentioned among
46
his other pious donations. With his right
hand Daniil holds a scroll with an extended
prayer. Its text is in a very bad condition,
and therefore the proposed reading is
highly hypothetical and based on prayer
formulae from Slavonic tradition, known to
the author. However, without any doubt,
one can distinguish here the words
underlined
in
the
transcription:
âë(à)ä[û÷èöà ïðý÷èñòà?]à ì(à)òè [ãоñïоäà
áоãà? í]à(ø)pãо … (ï?)ðéè оò (óñðú)äéå
íà(ø)pãà ì(о)ë(áû?) òâоðèìà è (ñ)åè
кèâо(ò) èñúк(óñ)å(í)? è ÷åæè (âú к)àçí©
ñ(û)íó ñâоåìó è á(о)[ãó] í[àøå]ìó è
ìо(ë?)è[ñ] w í[àñ] [ðà]áü ñâоè(õ)… òè….
ñúãð[ýø]åíéåì ….ùåí (Oh, Mistress, the
Most Pure(?), mother of our God and
Lord(?) accept(?), from our zeal, the
prayers made and this delicate(?) kivotion
and pass(?) to the treasury(?) of your son
and our god and pray for us, your
47
servants…. and sins…).
Even if one takes into account only the
underlined words, the following can be
stated about the inscription:
1) It is a prayer addressed to the Virgin
2) The ktetor mentions the real object of
his benefaction, namely the kivotion
3) The ktetor asks the Virgin to address
Her son concerning donators’ sins.
In all three cases of Humor’s votive
compositions the scrolls are present, as a
part of ktetors own prayers (Teodor
Bubuiog and Daniil hatman) or prayers
performed on ktetors’ behalf (Petru Rareş).

7

Dorohoi, Church of St. Nicholas
(1495, 1522-1525)
The church according to the dedicatory
inscription was built in 1495 by Ştefan cel
Mare himself, however its painting belong
48
to a later period.
The building was
intended a community church, and its
territory included a cemetery used by the
local population. Judging on the personages
depicted in the votive composition and their
inscribed titles, the murals can be dated
back to the period of ruling of Ştefan cel
Tînăr, more precisely, to 1522-1527. The
portrits of Dorohoi have a peculiarity, it is
the only case in Moldova when the votive
painting was extended to the southern wall
and directed from right to left, from the
western wall to the southern one (more
usual for Moldavian painting is a
backwards direction). Thus, Christ sitting
on the throne is portrayed on the southern
wall, as well as St. Nicholas heading the
procession of ktetors, Ştefan cel Mare with
a model of the church presented to the
Savior and doamna Maria, while three sons
of the ruler, Bogdan, Ştefan cel Tînăr and
his brother Petru are placed on the western
wall. St. Nicholas presenting Ştefan cel
Mare to the Lord holds a scroll with the
following
inscription:
âëàäûко
ìíоãоìèëоòèâå ïðèèìè ìоëá© ðàáú ñâоèõ
ïðèíоñèìоå âú èì òâоå ñâýòоå ÿко æå
ïðèòü âäоâû äâý ëýïòý (Oh, Allmerciful Master, accept the payers of your
servants brought to your holy name as you
accepted two coins of the widow).
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Părhăuţi, All Saints’ Church (1522 –
1530s)
The church was built by logofăt Gavril
49
Totruşan
(Trotuşan),
who
was
traditionally considered a son-in-law of
Luca Arbore on the basis of erroneous
understanding of the fact of his second
marriage, however, recently C. Ciobanu
50
proposed a later dating to the 1530s, . The
church was initially meant to be a family
necropolis, and probably replaced the old

church of wood, from where the burials of a
previous founder and the logofăt’s mother
51
were taken to the new church,
where
burials oflogofăt’s wife, Anna, and of
52
Murguleţ family, his later descendants
were added to the earlier ones. As being
accused in conspiracy and executed by
Petru Rareş in 1541, Gavril Totruşan might
53
not be buried in his foundation.
The
dedicatory inscription informs that the
church was built by the ktetor “for prayers
for himself and his knyaginya Anna,” but at
the moment of the paintings’ execution, his
wife had been already dead, and the logofăt
is depicted alone in the votive composition
on the western wall of the naos. He is
presented to the enthroned Christ by St.
John the Baptist and the Virgin, both
holding scrolls.
The texts on the scrolls are barely
readable being covered by smoke; however,
the fragments which I was able to decipher
and comparison with some texts known
from the Deesis scenes in Voroneţ and St.
Elijah church (Suceava) allowed me to
reconstruct the inscriptions. Thus, the scroll
of St. John being compared with the text of
the same personage’s scroll in the naos of
Voroneţ (ñëèøè ì(à)ò(е)ðè ñâо ìоëѣùà ñѧ
çà ëþä54), in the external painting of the
northern wall of the same monument
(ñëûøè ì(à)ò(å)ðü ñâо ìоëýùà
òý
ñúçäàòåëþ), and in the naos of St. Elijah
church in Suceava (ñëûøè ì(àòå)ðiè ñâоåè
ì(о)ëѧùѧ òѧ ñúç(ä)àòåë[þ])55allowed the
following
reconstruction:
“ñúëó[øè]
ì(à)ò(å)ðü ñâоÿ ì(о)ëýùàà òý ñüç[ä]àòåëió
ðà[äè] (?) ì(è)ë(оñ)òý ñú(ä?)ùèý…” (Oh,
creator, listen to your Mother praying for
adjudging mercy…). The text on Mary’s
scroll is covered by smoke in a greater
measure, but being juxtaposed with the
Virgin’s text from Voroneţ’ naos Deesis
(ñúðоäíàà çðè óñâоåíéèþ ñúãðýøåí(èà)) and
external
painting
Deesis
(ñúðоäíàà
ïðèñâоåíià ñúãðýøåíéà è(õ) w(ò)ïóñòè ñ(û)
íå è á(о)æå ì(оè) the text of

the Theotokos’ scroll in Părhăuţi might be
read as: “ñúðо[äí]àà ïðiñ[âо]åíèà ñúãðý[øåíéà]
è[õ] w[òïоóñòè ñ(û)íå] è [á(о)æå] ì(о)è”
(because of consanguinity pardon their sins,

oh, my son and god).

56

Voroneţ, St. George church (1488,
1547)
Built by Ştefan cel Mare in 1488 the
church of St. George in Voroneţ monastery
was modified by Grigorie Roşca,
57
mitorpolitan of Moldova, in 1547. He
added a narthex to the older structure and
covered it with external painting. On the
southern façade, next to the entrance to the
church, the second founder is depicted
58
standing holding an opened scroll with
following text: Ã(оñïоä)èiñó(ñå) Õ(ðèñò)å
ïð(è)è ìоëåíéå è ïоòðóæ(ä)åíéå ìоå ñú(è)
ìàëè
ïðèïðà(ò)
ðàá(ó)
á(о)æ(è)þ
ìèòðоïо(ëè)òó кèðü Ãðèãоðéþ âú è(ì)
òâоå ñ(â)òоå59(Lord Jesus Christ, accept
my prayer and efforts, this small narthex of
the servant of God, the metropolitan kyr
Grigorie to your holy name).
The figure of the metropolitan is placed
next to the previous abbot of the monastery,
Daniil Sihastru, who was a spiritual father
of Grigorie, and, judging on his haloed
representation, was venerated as a saint in
th
60
the mid-15 century. Moreover, the holy
abbot, who was considered an advisor of
the voievod in the foundation of the
monastery, also holds an opened scroll with
the text of Psalm 33:11, “Come, ye
children, hearken unto me: I will teach you
the fear of the Lord…” This psalm usually
accompanies the depictions of teachers and
spiritual leaders, such as St. Simeon
61
Nemanja or St. Josaphat. Consequently
the placement of Daniil in front of Grigorie
and the Psalm’s text refer to his spiritual
guidance in matters of organization of
monastic community and personal life of
the metropolitan of Suceava. However, the
text of Grigorie Roşca’s own scroll is
addressed toward the Deesis composition
situated slightly upper to the right, above

the church entrance. In this sense, the
portraits of two abbots, the dedicatory
inscription, situated just above them, and
the Deesis scene create a common
semantic unit, where the metropolitan by
guidance of his spiritual father Daniil was
directed to the “Light of the world” to
follow it (John 8:12, inscription in the
book held by Christ in Deesis), and
therefore, as a care “for his own soul”62
Grigorie created the narthex offered then
to God. In turn, this gift allows him to
count on the intercession of the Virgin and
St. John, who are depicted pleading Christ
for “pardoning” sins of humans.
Manuscripts
of Anastasie Crimca
(1609-1615)
A group of manuscripts written and
illustrated by the 17th century calligrapher
and miniaturist, the metropolitan of
Suceava Anastasie Crimca63 (c. 15601629) contains at least 8 books
illuminated with his portrait. Usually, the
metropolitan is represented dressed in a
festive set of clothes and kneeling next to
a depiction of a feast or a holy figure; on
three portraits belonging to this group
Anastasie Crimca holds a scroll bearing a
text of a prayer. The Gospels book from
Dragomirna collection, Ms. Inv. 1/1934
(1609),64 has on fol. 290r the image of
the author and donator. The miniature is
divided into 3 rows, the lower one
portrays kneeling Anastasie Crimca and
the church building inscribed
as
Dragomirna
monastery, the middle
register shows the holy Trinity
(Abraham’s hospitality), while the upper
segment depicts Christ and the Ancient of
days sending the dove to the feast of
Abraham. In the left hand the kneeling
metropolitan holds an open scroll
reading: “âë(à)ä(û)ко ã(о)ï(оä)è Õ(ðèñò)å
Á(оæ)å íàø ïðéèìè ìоëåíéà ðàá ñâоèõ” (Oh,
Master Lord Christ our God accept the
prayers of your servants).
The miniature (fol. 75r) of the Apostol
book kept at the National Library of
65
Austria, Cod. Slav. 6 Han., has a very
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similar composition consisting, thought,
only of two registers (without Christ and
the Ancient of days). Here again the
metropolitan is depicted genuflecting and
66
holding the scroll with the identical text.
In both described cases, the metropolitan
directs his prayer to the holy Trinity,
moreover in a similar way he twice
mentions the trinity in the dedicatory
inscription for so-called Dragomirna Mica
church, calling himself and his fellow
founders “worshipers of the Holy Trinity.”
Probably, during the ruling period of the
Movileşti dynasty when Polish presence at
67
court was often and noticeable,
the
question concerning orthodoxy, and more
precisely such specific orthodox dogmata as
non- filioque and reality of the divine
energies by which the Trinity creates,
became again an agenda. And thus,
expressing his veneration of the Trinity, as
it was understood by the eastern theologians
(with the Holy spirit depicted descending
only from the Ancient of days), Anastasie
Crimca demonstrated the strength of his
68
faith in the face of the political situation.
Besides these two manuscripts, a similar
iconographic solution can be found in 3
miniatures of the Book of Liturgy
(presently at the National Museum of
History, Bucharest, cod. slav. 9182,
previously, in the treasury of Dragomirna
monastery inv. 3/1934) on fols. 15v, 65v,
69
107v. Here the metropolitan is kneeling
next to the figures of three authors of
liturgies (St. John, St. Basil and St.
Gregory) who are represented under the
bust of the Virgin with the child surrounded
70
by angels. As C. Costea noted depiction
of the donor with the holy authors and the
Virgin reflected iconography of apsidal
decoration, where the texts were meant to
be read. Therefore, the presence of the
scroll text (“âë(à)ä(û)ко ã(оñ)ï(оä)è I(ñóñ)å
Õ(ðèñò)å Á(оæ)å íàø ïðéèìè ì(о)ëåíéà ðàá
ñâоèõ”) can be perceived as a part of
liturgical rituals exercised by the donor in
his quality of a bishop.
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Silver gilded book covers of Anastasie
Crimca’s manuscripts (1614-1615)
Two book covers as well belonging to
the group of monuments associated with
71
Anastasie
Crimca
bear
similar
iconographic solutions. These pieces of
silversmith art were ordered by the founder
of Dragomirna to Gligorie Moisiu, the
silversmith of Suceava. On a silver gilded
binding of Four Gospels Ms. Inv. 1/1934
the metropolitan is depicted kneeling under
the scene of the Descent of the Holy Spirit,
next to the votive inscription. In the similar
fashion with the miniatures he is
represented wearing the polystavrion and
mitra and holding an opened scroll which
reads, ïðéèìè ñià ìàëоå ïðiíоøåíip (accept
this small offering). With the same text he
is also represented on a book cover of Four
Gospels Ms. Inv. 2/1934, where the
metropolitan and voievodȘtefan IX Tomșa
with scrolls and crosses in their hands flank
a dedicatory inscription under the scene of
the Descent of the Holy Spirit.
Psalter with the Portrait of Ioan
th
logofăt (the end of the 15 c.)
In the Museum of Regional History of
Uzhgorod (Ukraine), a Moldavian Psalter
manuscript with illuminations is kept under
72
no. 2641.
Until 1971, it contained a
miniature depicting enthroned Christ
holding a book in his left hand and blessing
with the right; in front of him, there were
two personages, a kneeling boyar bringing a
closed book to the Savior and the author of
Psalms, king David, standing behind the
nobleman with a scroll in his hand. In the
difference with other cases described above,
here the text of the scroll reflects the
authorship of the holy personage, namely it
contains two words, блажень мѫж (blessed
is the man), which are the beginning of the
first Psalm. However, below the image an
inscription pointing out to the personality of
73
the benefactor (logofăt Ioan Tăutu) reads,
ïðéèìè ã(оñïоä)è ïðèíоøåíéå ðàáà òâоåãо
iw(àíà) ëоãоôåòà (Oh, Lord, accept an
offering of your servant Ioan the
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logofet). This way, though the prayer
(“Oh, Lord, accept…”) is not written of the
scroll of David, it nevertheless refers to the
pious endowment act of the depicted laic.
Moreover, the words of the first psalms
held by David can as well refer to Ioan, as a
man truly blessed because of his pious
actions.
Except for the cases examined above,
there are several instances of votive
compositions which included the depiction
of the scrolls with prayers, but their texts
didn’t survive. With a certain degree of
assurance one can state that the discussed
above portraits of Anastasia, Laţcu’s
daughter, in Rădăuţi and Petru Rareş’
family in Humor included prayers made by
the Virgin of behalf of these persons as
ktetors, since in both cases there are data
confirming pious endowments made by the
persons in question and their depictions are,
in iconographic sense, similar to other
monuments, where such texts are preserved
(in case of Anastasia – Părhăuţi and Toader
Bubuiog from Humor, and in case ofPetru
Rareş’ family – Bălineşti).In addition there
are two more cases of unpreserved
inscriptions, namely, the votive images
from the church of the Beheading of Saint
John the Baptist (Arbore) and the
Resurrection church of Suceviţa monastery.
Arbore, Beheading of Saint John the
Baptist’s church(1502, 1541)
The church dedicated to the Beheading
of Saint John the Baptist was founded in
1502, according to the dedicatory
inscription of the southern church façade,
75
by Luca Arbore, pârcălab of Suceava,
who was accused of treason by Ştefăniţă
Vodă (1517-1528) and beheaded in April of
76
1523. The most probably, the murals of
the church were executed immediately after
77
its completion in 1502. As attested by an
inscription painted above the entrance to
the naos (nowadays destroyed), the church
78
was repainted or renovated in 1541
by
“painter Dragosin, son of pan Coman from
Iasi,” who received 20 zloty from Luca

Arbore’s daughter Ana. The church
preserves two portraits of the Arbore
family. The first portrait, situated under
carved baldachin in the south-western
corner of the narthex, represents the
founder with two sons and wife Iuliana.
Offering the model of the church to the
enthroned Christ he is interceded by the
Virgin and John the Baptist holding an
empty scroll. This baldachin and, probably,
the entire funeral composition were made
in 1502.79 Moreover, on the extradoses of
the baldachin’s arch are occupied by
depictions of the evangelists, bishops,
deacons and St. Paul, while the Hetoimasia
with the dove crowns its top. This
iconographic solution was once compared
with the one in Dolheştii Mari80 as alluding
to the commemoration services, therefore
by analogy with the texts of scrolls in
Dolheştii Mari one can assume that the
scroll in the hands of St. John once
contained a prayer interceding for the
founders’ family in front of Christ.
The votive portrait painted on the
western wall of the naos was subject to the
repainting and remodeling about 6 times.81
Here, the Arbore family is depicted with
five children (four boys and one girl) and
interceded by St. John and an angel. St.
John as well holds a scroll here, an its text
again has not survived. However, since
there are no monuments preserved with
two inscribed scrolls painted in two
compositions with identical personages,
one can’t make assumptions concerning
the content of the lost prayer.
Sucevita, Resurrection church (15821601)
The construction of the Movileşti
family’s foundation started in 1582-84,
while in 1595 Ieremia Movila added two
narthexes to the church and finished other
buildings on the monastic grounds. The
painting is usually dated with 1601 82
because of appearance of Ieremia’s son
Alexei, born this year, and the absence of
another his son, Bogdan, born in 1602, in
83
the votive composition.
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Fig. 1 –Votive composition with hatman Șendrea and his family,
St. Nicholas (Paraskeve) church, before 1481, Dolheștii Mari.
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Fig. 2 – Overdrawing of the inscription on the scroll of hatman Șendrea,
St. Nicholas (Paraskeve) church, before 1481, Dolheștii Mari.

Fig. 3 – Overdrawing of the inscription on the scroll of St. Nicholas,
St. Nicholas (Paraskeve) church, before 1481, Dolheștii Mari.

th

Fig. 4 – Main votive composition, St. Nicholas church, the 15 century, Rădăuți.
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Fig. 5 – Overdrawing of the inscription on the scroll of Ștefan cel Mare,
th
St. Nicholas church, the 15 century, Rădăuți.
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Fig. 6 – Votive composition with Anastasia, daughter of Lațcu,
St. Nicholas church (narthex), after 1420, Rădăuți.

Fig. 7 – Votive composition with logofăt Ioan Tăutu and his family, St. Nicholas church, 1493-1511, Bălineşti.
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Fig. 8 – Votive composition of logofăt Teodor Bubuiog,
Church of the Dormition of the Virgin (gropnița), after 1530, Humor.

Fig. 9 – Votive composition of voievod Petru Rareș and his family,
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Church of the Dormition of the Virgin (naos), after 1530, Humor.

Fig. 10 – Overdrawing of the inscription on the scroll
of logofăt Teodor Bubuiog, Church of the Dormition
of the Virgin (gropnița), after 1530, Humor.

Fig. 12 – Votive composition of voievod Ştefan cel
Mare and his sons (detail), Church of St. Nicholas,
1522-1525, Dorohoi. The photo was taken with
permission of Dr. Carmen Solomonea, restorer,
prof. of the George Enescu Art University of Iași,
the head of the Dorohoi Restoration team.

Fig. 11 – Votive composition of hatman and pârcălab
Daniil and his wife, Church of the Dormition of the
Virgin (narthex), after 1555, Humor.
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Fig. 13 – Votive composition with logofăt Gavril Totruşan, All Saints’ Church, 1522 – 1530s, Părhăuţi.
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Fig. 14 – Deesis composition, St. George church (external southern wall), 1547, Voroneț.

Fig. 15 – Deesis composition, St. George church (naos), 1496, Voroneț.

Fig. 16 – Votive depiction of the mitorpolitan of Moldavia Grigorie Roșca,
St. George church (external southern wall), 1547, Voroneț.
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Fig. 17 – Book of Liturgy, the National
Museum of History, Bucharest, Cod. Slav.
9182 (former Dragomirna monastery inv.
3/1934), fol. 15v, the mitorpolitan of
Moldavia Anastasie Crimca in front of St.
John Chrysostomos. Source: Gheorghe
Popescu-Vâlcea, La miniature roumaine,
București, 1982.

th

Fig. 18 – Psalter, the end of the 15 c., Museum
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of Regional History of Uzhgorod (Ukraine), MS.
no. 2641, the miniature nowadays has been lost,
Portrait of Ioan logofăt with Christ and David.
Source: Carmen Ghica, “Vel logofătul Ioan
Tdutu: cea mai veche miniatură a unui dregător,”
SCIA, vol. 15, nr. 1, 1968, pp. 114-117.

Fig. 19 – Funeral composition of Luca Arbore, pârcălab of Suceava, and his family,
Beheading of Saint John the Baptist’s church (narthex), after 1502, Arbore.

Fig. 20 – Votive composition of Luca Arbore, pârcălab of Suceava, and his family,
Beheading of Saint John the Baptist’s church (naos), after 1502, Arbore.
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Fig. 21 – Votive composition of voievod Ieremia Movilă and his family,
Resurrection church c. 1601, Sucevita. The photo is taken by Dr. Vlad Bedros.
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Fig. 22 –The Four Gospels book, the National Museum of History, Bucharest, MS 11340 (former Suceviţa 24),
votive portrait of voievod Ieremia Movilă and his family. Source: Gheorghe Popescu-Vâlcea, Un manuscris al
voievodului Ieremia Movilă, București, 1984.

Fig. 23 – Votive portrait of Serbian despot Stefan Lazarević, Holy Trinity church, 1408-1417, Resava (Manasija).
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Fig. 24 – Votive portrait of čelnik Radič Postupović, St. George church, 1437 repainted in 1737, Vraćevšnica.
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Fig. 25 – Votive portrait of Nektarios Apsarades, All-Saints church, the 16 century,

Varlaam monastery (Meteora).
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Fig. 26 – Votive portrait of patriarch Makarije Sokolović, the narthex of the catholicon complex,

1565, Peć Patriarchate.
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Fig. 27 – Votive portrait of patriarch Jovan, the Holy Apostles’ church, 1620-1621, Peć Patriarchate.

The family portrait of the Movileşti is
situated on the southern and western walls
of the naos. The procession headed by
Ieremia Movilă and his son, “Constantin
voievod,” consists of his daughter Irina, his

mother Maria, his wife Ilizafta (Elizabeta),
and children, Maria, Ecaterina, Alexii,
Stana, and Safira. Ieremia Movilă passes
the model of the church to enthroned Christ
in iconography of the Great High Priest
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holding an open book with the words of
Psalm 109:4 (“Thou art a priest for ever
after the order of Melchizedek”). This
complex iconographic solution is unique in
84
Moldavian murals, and brings together
two important roles of Christ, his
priesthood and his royalty. The Lord is
interceded, on behalf of the Movileşti, by
the Virgin holding a scroll, which
nowadays lost its text. This way, “we are
dealing here with a developed stage of the
Deesis,” which relates “the historical
personages with the main characters of the
85
Last Judgment.” Consequently, one can
suggest that the text on the scroll of Mary
could be related with the Deesis
iconography and contain either a prayer for
86
the ktetor or for the humanity in general.
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Four Gospel Book from Suceviţa
monastery (1607)
The Four Gospel book (Bucharest,
National Museum of History 11340, former
87
Suceviţa 24) was according to its colophon
ordered by “by the voievod Ieremia Movilă
and his wife doamna Elisabeta and their son
Constantine voievod” and “give, for their
commemoration, to the monastery of
Suceviţa, which they built themselves.”
The ruler and his family are represented
in miniature in form of a procession
(Constantin voievod, his father Ieremia, his
brothers, Alexandru and Bogdan, his
grandmother Maria, three of his sisters and
his mother Elisabeta) before enthroned
Christ flanked by angels. Ieremia Movilă,
addressing Christ, holds in his left hand a
scroll, which is empty, either by intention,
or, most probably, by inadvertence of the
illuminator. Comparing two portraits of the
Movileşti, in the miniature and fresco
painting, T. Kambourova erroneously took
this scroll for a symbol of donated
manuscript, similar with the model of the
church in the analogues composition in
88
fresco, however Ieremia Movilă holds a
codex in his right hand, and it, actually,
represent the object of donation; therefore
the scroll should have contained a prayer
appealing to Christ.

***
A further step in the present research is
to understand structures and content of the
inscribed texts in the above mentioned
monuments. As I noted previously, these
texts are, in fact, prayers made either by a
founder himself or by a patron saint on
founder’s behalf. These supplications are
not identical in all noted instances; they
greatly vary in wording but form a kind of
common semantic and lexical field, indeed
denoting “a segment of reality symbolized
89
by a set of related words” or “a set of
lexemes… applied to some content
90
domain.” In other words for studying
such texts one do not need to look for an
exact source of quotations since there is no
exact matching between the texts under
consideration themselves, rather one need
to detect a set of similar texts in a written
tradition belonging to the same semantic
field and expressing a common set of ideas
using lexemes related to each other by
affinity and “articulating a given content
91
domain”
However, before turning to the analysis of
the lexemes in use and their textual parallels,
I would like to note that among the described
cases one can distinguish three separate
groups. The first one, including the majority
of instances, is characterized by a direct
addressing to the Lord and asking Him to
accept an offer (usually a prayer); two other
groups include only one case each, namely
the inscriptions of the Virgin and St. John
from All saints church of Părhăuţi represent
some variations of Deesis texts (the appeals
of the Virgin to her Son on behalf of all
people and that of St. John on behalf of the
Virgin) and form a unity with texts of two
Deesis scenes from Voroneţ and the same
composition from St. Elijah in Suceava;
finally, a content of the scroll held by hatman
Daniil in the scene from Humor’s narthex
distinguishes from other by the addressee of
the prayer, who is not Christ, but the Virgin.
Therefore, in the article I am going to discuss
the texts related to the first, and partially to
the second, group; as for the

third one, the bad preservation of the
inscription and the hypothetical character of
the proposed reconstruction do not allow to
make further precise conclusions.
Thus, the texts of the first group include
the lexemes related to naming: divinity
(âëàäûко
æèâоòó,
âëàäûко
âúñåäðúæèòåëþ, âëàäûко ìíоãоìèëоñòèâå,
ãоñïоäè etc.), its actions (mainly - ïðéèìè,
once - ïðоñòè è ïоìèëóè), the supplicants
(ðàá òâоèõ|ñâоèõ, ìÿ ãðýøíàãо, ðàáà òâоåãо,
ðàáó áоæèþ ìèòðоïоëèòó кèðü Ãðèãоðéþ,
òâоåãо ðàáà iwàíà ëоãоôåòà), the offers
(ìоëåíéà è ìоëáà, ìоëá©, ïоòðоóæäåíéå ìоå,
ïðiíоøåíip) and the biblical comparison
(ÿко æå ïðèòü âäоâû äâý ëýïòý). All
of them have several parallels in the
Byzantine and Slavic textual traditions, and
the majority of the texts containing similar
expressions are related either to acts of
penitence or to offering a gift to the Lord.
Expression “âëàäûко ìíоãоìèëоñòèâå”
can be encountered in the last prayer of liti
ritual, a part of service, according Simeon
of Thessaloniki, officiated in a church
narthex “on Saturdays and feasts and also
in times of a distress or a grievous event
happened.”92 Symeon interprets the prayer
itself as a plea to “kind and human-loving
God to hear all (people) and to become
merciful and gracious to them” through
“mediation of the holy Virgin Mother
Theotokos herself and also angels, the
apostles…and all the saints…to accept
favorably the prayers (of people).”93
Porphyri Uspensky witnesses about
connection of these words with the
supplication act, as, in Sinai monastery, he
saw an icon of “the praying Virgin with a
paper in her left hand, where there was the
following Slavic inscription: Oh, allmerciful Master Lord Jesus Christ, my son
and god accept every man glorifying
you,”94 The addressing “all-merciful
Master” was as well typical for other icons
of the petitioning Virgin with a scroll
(iconographic type of Mediatrix or
Paraklesis),95 for example for some variants
of Bogoljubskaja iconography.96

In
a
similar
way
addressing
“âëàäûко âúñåäðúæèòåëþ” (all- Mighty
Master) usually appears in connection with
petitioning, in abbot Daniil’s travelling
journal, a prayer asking for helping to
travelers starts with these words.97 The
same way the Virgin appeals to her Son in
other variants of the Mediatrix iconography
(Bogoljubskaja).98
Moreover,
several
supplications for ill people also start this
way.99 Finally, the expression “the Master
of my life,” which appears only once in the
monuments in question (Dolheştii Mari) is
borrowed from a penitence prayer
attributed to Ephrem the Syrian and read
during the canonical hours of the Great
Lent, as the text embodying all the
elements of repentance.100
Expression “accept the prayers” addressed
to the divinity is quite common for the
orthodox contexts and was used not only in
liturgical,
but
also
in
legal
contexts101(charters,
inscriptions
and
epigrams)
connected
with
making
donations to the church. For example, just a
part of the prayer book of Petr Mogila
(1646) gives several instances of such
expression in the contexts of prayers for
renovation of a church, helping to a ruler,
bringing rain, communion on Christmas
day, being in need etc.102 In majority of
these cases the prayers were sent to the
divinity asking for something in return
(saving a ruler, bringing rain, releasing
from a need etc.). At the same time this
phrase can be encountered in different
genres, but in a quite similar context,
namely in donation acts and epigraphy. In
the dedicatory inscription of Hilandar
monastery (1321)103 king Milutin pleads to
the Virgin to “accept my miserable
offering,” the founder of Dobrun monastery
(1343) addresses the Virgin with “taking
this small offering,”104 namely the erected
church, while knez Lazar in his charter for
Gornjak monastery (1380) appeals for
accepting “this small offering” meaning
the villages now subjected to the
monastery, 105 and in all mentioned
examples the benefactors count on future
commemoration.
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by the monastic communities, and on their
prayers on behalf of the donators. An
offering can be also a mobile object, as
Nikola Rodop in 1432 calls this way a bell
intended for a church of the Virgin and
bearing an inscription: “the most -holy
Virgin, accept this small offering of your
very sinful servant Rodop.”106 In Bulgarian
colophons, the writers name their work
“small offering” (ìàëоå ïðèíоøåíéå) or,
similarly with the formula encountered in
the scroll from Rădăuţi, “what is brought to
you from my zeal” (wò óñðüä¸à òåáý
ïðèíоñèìоå).107 And again, in all these
instances the offerings were made in
exchange for commemoration and supplied
with pleads for salvation of soul.
Even more indicative are sources where
one can find a combination of expression
“accept the offering” and the evangelic
comparison alluding to the poor widow
bringing two copper coins for the temple
(Mark 12:41-44, Luke 21:1-4), in these
cases the act made by the widow becomes a
prototype of soul-saving donations, while
she herself turns into a symbol of an ideal
ktetor who even with a small gift can
provide for him/herself a place in the
paradise. This comparison not so often
found in the liturgical texts, the only two
instances known to me are the 13th century
Akathistos for sweetest Jesus (in Greek
version – “Supplication Kanon for our Lord
Jesus Chris”) which became an inspiration
for a Slavic translation by Francysk Skaryna
published in 1522,108 and a prayer for
accepting the first fruits, contained in
Byzantine as well as in Slavic euchologia. In
the last kontakion of the Kanon for sweetest
Jesus, the author finishing his supplication
asks the Lord to “accept now this our small
prayer as you have accepted two lepta of the
widow,”109 in a similar way the supplication
for bringing the first fruits, in Greek110 and in
Slavic,111 appeals to Jesus “accepting
favorably a moderate offering of the widow,
to accept now what is brought by your
servant” and to give in exchange earthly
goods and heavenly salvation.

However, the mentioned comparison is a
very common place for other pious sources,
charters, epigrams and inscriptions intended
to describe a gift made by a donator to the
divinity and donators’ expectations of
favorable acceptance and a future reward
(salvation) . Serbian king Milutin in the
arenga of his charter for Hilandar
monastery (1302) says that his hopes for
salvation were not abandoned since he
“heard from my Savior about a widow who
gained a fortune, greater than many others,
112
with two copper coins.”
In a charter of
knez Lazar and that one of his sons, Stefan
and Vuk, which copies the part of the
earlier text, sanction opens with the
following expressions: “and in this way, I
(we) being zealot(s) and brought this small
offering as that widow [brought] two
113
copper coins.” In 1426 John Kastriot and
his sons Staniša, Repoš, Konstantin and
Gjurgje gave to Hilandar monastery two
villages hoping that “all- graceful god and
the most pure Theotokos would accept all
these our small offerings, as [he accepted]
114
two lepta of that widow.”
However, the
context of these charters allows one to
realize that under the term “a small
offering” the rulers understood quite
significant land possessions, and therefore
calling the donations
“small”
or
insignificant was a pious figure of speech,
as well as the comparison with the biblical
widow, thus these two elements put
together intended to prove humbleness of
the donors and demonstrate their hopes for
a successful reception of their gifts.
In the later charter addressed to the
Virgin’s monastery of Vatopedi (1533)
Wallachian ruler Vlad Vintilă expects quite
certain help in exchange for his offering.
So, he pleads the Virgin to “accept this
small gift from us, the sinners, as your
son… accepted two copper coins of that
115
widow and gave her the pardon of sins”
and in return the voievod expects the Virgin
addressing prayers “to the Lord and
savior…to make him the helper and the
protector” from the visible and invisible
enemies and to be favorable during the Last

Judgment and to receive the donator among
the righteous ones. Such distribution of
roles within the group consisting of a
ktetor, the Virgin-mediator and the Lord
reminds the way some Moldavian votive
portraits are built, namely the ktetor
addressing the holy mediator with his
written text or gesture of prayer, while the
mediator, as well by means of gestures or a
written text, turns to the Lord.
Precisely with the same words “small
offering” (ìàëоp ïðèíоøåíéå) Jefimija (or a
poet on her behalf) describesa katapetasma
sent by her to Hilandar (1388-1389). In the
epigram embroidered on the gift itself, she
asks the Lord not to “turn away this small
offering which I bring to the holy church of
your most pure mother and my hope, the
Virgin of Hilandar, as I have embraced the
faith of the widow who brought to you two
116
copper coins.”
Thus, comparing her
offering with the one of the widow Jefimija
resorts to the typical language of donationmaking, whether it concerns the great gifts
as that ones of king Milutin or just the
liturgical vestments. In his recent paper
dedicated to the questioning of Jefimija’s
authorship of the epigram Ivan Drpić
considered that the “choice of the poor
widow, one of the scriptural paragons of
sacred giving, as a model for Jefimija was
surely motivated by the fact that the latter
117
was a widow herself,”
however in the
light of the present study one can see that
appearance of a figure of the biblical
widow was rather a common place for the
medieval language of gift-giving, and the
allusion to Jefimija’s own marital status
might just have here an amplifying effect.
Similarly, a dedicatory inscription from
St. Anastasia church-pyrgos in Kritza
(1530), contemporary with the Romanian
monuments in question, compares the
building of the church for St. Anastasia by
a community with the offering made by the
widow (“accept this gift as the Lord before
118
[accepted] the lepta of the widow”)
and
insists on the giving protection and help by
the saint to the inhabitants of the holy
place.

The comparison with the offering of two
copper coins was also used by scribers in
119
their colophons, in Greek
as well as in
Slavic. A scriber who copied “by the toils
and zeal” a book for St. Prochor of Pčinja
monastery understands his work as a kind
of donation similar to that of the widow
(ÿкоæå оíà âäоâà äâý ëýïòý) and asks the
120

readers to pray on his behalf,
while
metropolitan of Palaia Patra Dionysios, in
the dedication of his manuscript containing
the collection of Hymns (1541), asks the
Theotokos to “accept the smallest gift of
121
you servant as two coins of the widow.”
Moreover, in his colophone, hegoumenos
Barlaam who, by the order of Stefan and
Vuk Lazarevići and their mother Jevgenija,
wrote a manuscript for the monastery of
Dečani, uses almost a direct quotation from
the above-mentioned hymnographical piece
and addresses the Lord as “sweet Jesus, my
Savior, accept this small offering as you
122
have accepted two lepta of the widow.”
This way, the regarded texts can prove
several points concerning Moldavian
inscriptions in consideration. First of all,
the inscriptions belong to a semantic field
constructed on the intercession of several
domains of ideas: repentance, gift-giving,
expectation of future reward, and
demonstrative humbleness of the donor.
The addressing to the divinity similar with
the penitent and petitionary prayers
demonstrate the connection of the
Moldavian inscriptions with the repentance
rituals and community prayers, while the
pleas for accepting the offer and
comparison with the biblical widow bring
to the picture demonstrative humility of the
patrons which was seen as the way of
achieving future salvation.
As it has been already noted above the
texts on the scrolls held by the donators or
their patron saints are quite similar with the
prayers present in iconographies of the
Virgin Mediatrix or Paraklesis addressing
her son on behalf of humanity in different
forms of dialogue written on her scroll.
Indeed, in one of the cases under
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consideration (All Saints church in
Părhăuţi) the donor’s patron saints (St. John
and the Virgin) are depicted holding texts
almost identical to those present in Deesis
compositions of St. Elijah church in
Suceava and St. George church of Voroneţ
monastery. Moreover, the choice of St.
John and the Virgin as the “representatives”
of founder’s supplication in Părhăuţi is
similar with a “classical” Deesis scene
where the same saints as endued with the
supreme intercessory powers advocate
123
humanity at the heavenly court.
The
inscriptions from Voroneţ, St. Elijah church
and Părhăuţi have, probably, a composite
nature, as I have not been able to find a
direct literary source for them, nor even a
single analogy among other artistic
124
representation of Deesis.
However, the
texts on the Virgin’s scroll in all these
monuments are quite similar with those,
typical
for
Paraklesis
(Mediatrix)
125
iconography;
the main distinction of the
Moldavian group is the beginning of the
petitioning which starts with reminding to
Christ about his consanguinity with the
humanity (“ñúðоäíàà ïðèñâоåíéà”). These
words precisely demonstrate the composite
character of the inscriptions as the only
situation they can be encountered is the
service for the Dormition of the Virgin as a
beginning of the stichera ascribed to
126
Theophanes the Graptos,
but in the
context of the service the phrase is
addressed to Mary, and not to her Son. On
the other hand, the uniqueness of the
Părhăuţi, St. Elijah church and Voroneţ
compositions lies in the inscriptions on St.
John’s scroll and the effect created by this
text. Thus, his prayer is also addressed to
Christ, but in the difference with other cases
of Deesis, St. John asks the Savior to give
heed to the petition of the Virgin (“Oh,
creator, listen to your Mother praying for
adjudging mercy…”). And when such
Deesis is inserted into the votive portrait of
Părhăuţi, it turns the composition to be
more dramatic including several degrees
of mediation: a silent supplication of the
ktetor to the Virgin, expressed in his

kneeling and pious pose, the Virgin’s
prayer on behalf of the supplicant, and St.
John’s support to the Virgin’s words
addressed to Christ.
As the regarded examples prove, in both
groups of inscriptions the texts have
composite character operating with some
topoi, common places of medieval giftgiving practices. These topoi met
expectations of the medieval readers, who
knowing the context (distinguishing the
votive or funeral portraits as such and
seeing the presence of burials) and being
familiar at least with some texts from
abovementioned examples anticipated to
read a pious supplication seeing this
supplication depicted in kneeling poses of
the donators and praying gestures of their
arms and arms of their holy patrons. Thus,
the texts of the scrolls hold by the
Moldavian ktetors or their patrons, in fact,
extended the visual reality supplying it with
the power of written word and giving voice
to the images. In such cases the scrolls
themselves were necessary attributes
showing personages in interaction and
playing out a dramatic dialogue to the
beholders. These dialogues, however, have
a fair amount of suspense for a medieval
beholder, since the final answer from the
judging Lord concerning the fate of the
penitent donator has not yet been known.
Indeed, the reference to the parable about
the widow and two coppers coin, being
introduced into such inscriptions, enforced
the anticipation of salvation for the
sponsors, as the beholders might imagine a
joyful afterlife finally for the founder as
determined by the generosity of his “small
offering” to the Lord, namely the
foundation itself.
***
In order to entirely understand the way
of thinking of these Moldavian ktetors and
the beholders of their portraits, one needs
to analyze not only the textual mode of the
expression, but also the visual language of
these Moldavian compositions. The ktetors
and members of their families were

represented in rich clothes or official
127
garments reflecting their social status, as
if they participated in a solemn ceremony;
their hands were raised in a gesture of
offering and in an attitude of prayer, their
looks were directed toward the Lord, all
these measures were necessary to
demonstrate the greatness and importance
of the depicted moment. For more
convincing expression of piety and
humbleness, some of the Moldavian donors
were represented kneeling (Bălineşti,
Părhăuţi, portraits of Teodor Bubuiog and
Daniil from Humor, all portraits of
Anastasie Crimca and miniature portrait of
Ioan Tăutu).
In many cases the depicted supplication
was turned into a staged dramatic scene
involving several actors, each of whom has
his/her own part to play by means of
gestures, poses, looks, and inscribed texts.
In the group compositions the oldest male
ktetor headed the family group in front of
the celestial authorities and voiced or
prayed on behalf of the rest of his relatives,
so in the inscriptions from Dolheştii Mari,
Bălineşti, Humor and Dorohoi texts
mention the supplicants in plural as
“servants.” Spouses of the ktetors standing
in the middle or in the end of such
processions combined the gestures of
prayer with a visual expression of the
maternal role putting a hand on one of their
children (both portraits from Arbore, main
votive composition from Rădăuţi, Bălineşti,
portrait of Petru Rareş’ family from
Humor) . A patron saint provided the
support to the main donor either by putting
his/her hand on the model of foundation
presented to Christ (both portraits from
Arbore, Suceviţa) or coming into direct
bodily contact with the founder, holding
sponsor’s hand or touching his head or
shoulder (Bălineşti, female portrait from
Rădăuţi, Părhăuţi). Finally, the Savior
always directed a gesture of blessing
toward the ktetor visually expressing the
acceptance of the supplications and/or the
gift (church itself). Thus, in such
compositions the scrolls hold by one of the

personages meant only the voicing of the
depicted prayer acts, and therefore to
understand the tradition standing behind the
Moldavian portraits one needs to consider
not only the depictions of ktetors or patron
saints with the scrolls, but also the content
of the texts written there.
Undoubtedly, the scroll held by a ktetor
does not always means petitioning. As it
was observed by V. Đurić,128 in many cases
the sponsors were depicted with scrolls in
their hands to allude to charters granting
possessions or privileges which these
sponsors donated to certain foundations.
This was the case of votive portraits of
kings Vukašin and Marko holding unfolded
scrolls with the texts of abbreviated
sanctions129 in Markov monastery (1376)
and St. Archangels monastery of
Priljep(1371) or a portrait of Vlad Vintilă,
usually indentified as John Tzimiskes,
holding rolled scrolls in his hands,130
painted in the Athonite Great Lavra.
However, in some other instances, the texts
of such scrolls are not so easy to identify
with the charters, and therefore an
interpretation provided by scholars
for
these monuments can significantly differ.
Once V. Đurić131 assumed that the text on
an unfolded scroll of despot Stefan
Lazarević represented in his foundation
Manasija (1406-1418) was “to express the
main idea of arenga and sanction through
abbreviated text,” while in relation to the
same image B. Todić considered that it
“is only similar with the content of
charter’s arenga, but, undoubtedly,
it
represents
a
specially composed
supplication” and belongs to a genre of
prayer.132 Indeed, the text under
consideration addresses a plea to the Trinity
to accept “this small offering,”133 and
therefore it seems that the image of Stefan
Lazarević may belong to the same tradition
as the Moldavian portraits dealt in the
article. This way, one may trace back a
tradition of imploring the Divinity by ktetor
or on his behalf at least to the beginning of
the 15th century. Moreover, S. Radojičić134
regarded that appearance of written text
held by a ktetor was a development of
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Paraklesis iconography of the Virgin
praying on behalf of a founder, and he even
assumed that the appearance of the scroll in
founders’ hands coincided with the moment
when the depiction of the Virgin as a
mediator between the founder and Christ
was abandoned. The Moldavian examples
prove that the Virgin still preserved her
position as sponsors’ advocate at the same
time with the ktetors voicing their own
prayers (the cases of the main composition
of Rădăuţi and Dolheşti Mari when both,
the founders and their patron saints have
written scrolls), but the regarded examples
demonstrate that a strategy when either a
donor or a patron saint address a
supplication to Christ was more common.
The specificity of such situation is the fact
that the ktetor receives his own voice or is
explicitly mentioned as a subject of a
dialogue between the holy personages. In
this sense, close communication between
the donors and the holy personages
occurred already in Byzantine art, but was
relatively rare.
The donor is explicitly mentioned as a
subject of the Virgin’s prayer at several
occurrences of the Theotokos Mediatrix
iconography. Thus, Mary prays for a
byzantine official kneeling at her feet on the
dedicatory miniature of the 12th-century
Lectionary (MS Lavra A 103, fol. 3v).135
The dialogue between Mary and her Son
put into dodecasyllabic verses written on
the background, as Mary being “intercessor
and mediator” asks Christ to “reward the
one who lies at my feet by inscribing him in
the book of the just” on the grounds that the
donor offered the book to her church, and
Christ’ responds that the man “will receive
complete
salvation.”
Under
these
circumstances, though unnamed, the
specific donor, and not an abstract sinner,
becomes a subject of Mary’s pleas, while
the donation was perceived as the reason
for pardoning sins and granting salvation.
Already I. Spatharkis compared136 the
Lavra
103
Lectionary
with
the
dedicatory panel in the narthex of La
Martorana (Palermo) of 1146-1151. Here,

the church’s founder, George of Antioch
performing proskynesis was advocated by
the Virgin, who asked her son “to grant
137
(him) absolution from (his) sins.”
The
Virgin holding a scroll with the
dodecasyllabic verses, similar in the content
with the traditional prayers of the Meditrix,
however the petition she presents bears the
name of the founder and his special
circumstances as a builder of the church.
And, thus, the text of the scroll and the
gesture of the Virgin pointing to binding
George establish the ceremonial context of
the celestial court, in which the sponsor is a
humble and mute human whose pleas to the
Judges are to be expressed by his powerful
and sympathetic advocate.
Similarly, mute and kneeling St.
138
Neophytos of Cyprus
was present in
front of Christ-judge in the Deesis
composition (the northern wall of the Cell
of the Enkleistra), here a small figure of the
petitioner touched the foot of enthroned
Christ, who was flanked by the Virgin and
St. John, both standing with the gestures of
prayer. As a result of later alternations
(possibly around 1183) a scroll with the
dodecasyllabic verses was painted next to
St. Neophytos; this text not being written
from the first person perspective rather
describes the depicted situation in which,
“by the prayers” of the Mother and the
Baptist, Christ is asked to “be merciful” to
the ktetor, humbly presented as the one
139
“that lies a suppliant at Thy divine foot.”
In all three cases regarded above the
advocating for the donor happens under the
conditions of him performing the
140
proskynesis,
as a sign of humbleness,
while the personages endowed with the
spiritual power, the Virgin and St. John,
address Christ on ktetor’s behalf. In these
compositions the texts on the scrolls
mention the donors in the third person, thus
leaving the sponsors voiceless and not
involve into direct interaction with the
personages.
Sometimes, when the donors themselves
raise voices, they rather tend to address and

interact with the Virgin, than with Christ. In
141
Jerusalem lectionary of 1061
(MS Megali
Panagia no. 1, fol. IV) the dedicatory
miniature depicts the Virgin praying for
certain Basil kneeling to her feet, however the
dodecasyllabic inscription placed on the
background, above the laic figure, contains
the addressing of the donor to the Virgin as
the one who can “intercede” for him “to the
Lord of All, to grant remission of many
sins.” A 12th-century fresco from the
diakonikon of Kalenderhane Camii depicts
142
personage,
once questionably indentified
143

as John Geometres Kyriotes,
holding a
scroll, nowadays unreadable, who presents
his petitions to the figure of the Mother of
God Kyriotissa with Christ-child on her
chest. In these two cases even having their
own voices the donors do not interact with
the holy figures inside of the relations
“petition – response,” both donors are
depicted as significantly smaller comparing
to the Virgin’s figure, whose face either
turned to the Heavens (Jerusalem
lectionary) or toward the beholder
(Kalenderhane Camii).
Few Byzantine monuments, usually of
the middle and late periods (starting from
the 12th century), demonstrate the
involvement of donors as participants into
dramatic interaction between the holy
personage, as 13th century miniature of the
Gospels Iviron 5 (fols. 456v-457r),144
where sponsor John is led by the Virgin
toward enthroned Christ. The Virgin here,
similarly with the Moldavian cases under
consideration, holds a scroll with a
supplication addressed to her son asking
him to “grant the remission of sins…and
long and fortunate life” for her protégée;
while the sponsor, in his turn, presents the
manuscript he ordered. Standing next to the
throne of Christ St. John Chrysostomos
reminds a scriber as he puts on his scroll
the words of the Lord about granting the
remission of sins for his “namesake John.”
This miniature was interpreted as a
145
“Kanzleiszene”
of the heavenly court,
where, by analogy with the court of
Constantinople, Mary exercises an office of

επί των δεήσεων, while Christ dictates
his“lysis” to St. John Chrysostom, as a
secretary. It was also compared with the
votive composition of king Vladislav from
146
Mileševa (1222-1228)
on the grounds of
a similar iconographic solution involving
interaction between the Virgin and the
sponsor.
This way, one may state that at least
those Moldavian scenes where the holy
patrons advocate with the scroll-written
prayers for sponsors can be traced back to
the Byzantine visual tradition, which, in
turn, appeared as a development of the
Virgin Mediatrix iconography representing
Mary with a scroll containing a dialogue
with her son where she asks to pardon sins
of humanity. Moreover, such compositions
involving the patron and donors evolved by
th
the 13 century into dramatic scenes with
active participation of ktetors into
petitioning in front of Christ-Judge.
The ktetor’s own voice sometimes as
well appeared in the Byzantine visual art,
so the tradition of depicting a sponsor with
a scroll being a medium of direct speech
th
can be traced back to the late 11 century,
namely to the miniature with John proedros
(Cod. acc, no. 11.21.1900, f. 1r, Speer
Library, Princeton), the donor of the
147
Metaphrastic Menologion, who holds a
scroll with a prayer addressed to Christ and
asks for “forgiveness and the remission of
many sins.” However, this prayer slightly
differs from the Moldavian cases, as the
sponsors relies on advocacy of the
Menologion books as “intercessors” and, at
the same time, he does not interact with the
Lord directly, but offers prayers to a big
ornamented cross having the figure of
Christ on its top.
On the other hand, the visualization of
ktetor’s own speech act was not always equal
to a supplication. In the 16th-century AllSaints
cathedral
of
Varlaam
monastery(Meteora) ktetors, Theophanes and
Nektarios Apsarades, address Christ and the
Virgin presenting them with the models of
the church and holding scrolls. The text of
Theophanes is not preserved, while
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Nektarios’ scroll reads: ’Αλλ’ ἐπὶ τὴν
θεωρίαν
τῆς
κτίσεως
ἐπανίωµεν
κατανοήσωµεν το µέγα θαύµατῆς σοφίας
τοῦ κτίσαντος …148 So, the concept of this
inscription is completely different from
both,the donationscrolls discussed by V.
Đurić and the Moldavian inscriptions
underconsideration. In the difference with
the latter, the Meteora text is not only a
precise quotation, but it elegantly points out
to the result of the ktetorial act (κτίσεως)
and glorifies a founder with the help of
liturgical text, a prayer of St. Basil.149
Consequently, the closest analogy to the
praying Moldavian ktetors is the portrait of
Stefan Lazarević from Manasija discussed
above, and indeed, even the texts written
the scrolls of the Moldavian portraits and
that one of despot Stefan present some
similarities in the content. Serbian art of
later period (16-17th centuries) proves that
the tradition of depictingfounders with
scrolls containing their prayers lasted
throughout the Middle Ages here;
moreover, the later monuments bring very
close analogies to the phenomenon found in
Moldavian painting.
The church of St. George of Vraćevšnica
monastery was painted in 1431 by Radič
Postupović, the great čelnik of Stefan
Lazarević. Here on the southern wall of the
narthex the ktetor, led by St. George to the
throne of Christ, holds a model of the
church and a scroll with two prayers,
addressed to the Lord and the patron
saint.150 This composition could be the
closest analogy to the Moldavian portraits,
but, unfortunately, one cannot be sure in the
degree of its originality, since the present
composition was made in 1737 when the
hegoumenos Mihail ordered to a group of
Wallachian painters151 to restore the
murals of the foundation; though, there are
some evidences suggesting that the murals
were restored on the basis on the earlier
iconography.152
A row of similar compositions with an
inclusion of supplicants into the Deisis
group comes from the 16th century churches
of Cyprus. One Cypriot icon originating

from the Dormition church in Trianta
(Rhodes) includes depictions of the
supplicants and the Virgin and the Baptist,
all of them holding the scrolls with prayers
survived on an icon. This image dated back
153
to 1514
was commissioned by a wife of
154
an anagnostes and pneumatographos
Paul Matiditri and it depicts an enthroned
Christ addressed by the Virgin and John the
Baptist on behalf two donors kneeling at the
bottom of the throne. The scroll of the
Virgin reads the following, “Accept the
prayer… salvation of souls to Paul the
anagnostes and your sevant and establish
him in the place of green grasses,” while St.
John as well addresses the Lord on behalf
of the sponsors, “Sound ….of righteous …
the Prodromos… the Savior of the world,
award to your servants, Paul the anagnostes
and his wife, and establish them in the land
of righteous ones.” Finally, with the help of
his scroll the deceased anagnostes also
addresses God directly, “When you sit, oh,
Christ the Emperor, rightful judge, divide
the world into all those who are righteous
and sinful, and then, redeem me, oh, Christ,
from your punishment and establish me on
155
your right side.”
As one can notice, the
three prayers held by the holy figures and
the ktetor echo each other and petition the
Lord to allocate a place in the Paradise to
the deceased sponsor. This image, as well
as several others discussed by
N. Mastrochistos, is similar with the
Moldavian examples in its intercessory
character of the dialogues and the degree of
proximity between the divinity the ktetor.
On the other hand, the texts written on the
scrolls do not coincide with the Moldavian
cases in their wording and do not explicitly
mention an offering made by a commissioner. Therefore, one may suggest that the
Cypriote cases appearing in a significant
geographical distance and bearing the
significant differences in inscriptions
represent a parallel development of the
petitioning dialogue iconography in the
votive portraits.
Other images, similar with the
Moldavian ones, can be found in the murals

of churches of the Peć Patriarchate, and
they portray three Serbian patriarchs,
Makarije, Maksim, and Jovan, dated back
th
th
to the second half of the 16 – 17
century. The earliest one depicts Makarije
Sokolović (1565) who restored the Serbian
patriarchate as well as some murals of the
monastery, and therefore as a new ktetor he
was depicted bringing the model of the
church and the prayers written on his scroll
to the Virgin with the Child placed on the
following pilaster of the narthex. His prayer
is addressed to Christ, who is asked “to
accept this small offering and to grant…
usual philanthropy … by the prayers of the
156
Mother.”
In its content, the text bears
many similarities with those preserved in
the Moldavian inscription, but its wording
is completely different, and consequently
one cannot assume the existence of direct
influences between those monuments, but
rather the presence of a common
iconographic language and shared tradition
into depicting a pious sponsor.
The second similar depiction of a ktetor
with a scroll is situated in the church of the
Holy Apostles on the northern wall, it is a
funerary portrait of patriarch Jovan ordered
by his successor patriarch Paisije in
1620/21. Jovan is represented next to the
th
14 -century figure of the Virgin Mediatrix
holding a traditional dialogue with Christ
157
concerning the “salvation of sinners,”
and his way Jovan’s own long prayer
forwarded to the Virgin “as the Advocate
and Intercessor” to “accept the small
158
offering and miserable singing”
seems
to be a visual strategy which endows the
old image with new iconographic
meanings, namely it turns a general plea of
the Theotokos into a petition for one
particular personage. Finally, in the church
of St. Nicholas, the ktetor patriarch Maksim
(1674) was depicted holding a scroll (now
unreadable). The patriarch chose to be
depicted in the way similar with his
predecessors, Makarije and Jovan, but here
Maksim is led by St. Nicholas, dressed in
liturgical vestments, to Christ flanked by
St. John and the Virgin addressing usual

prayers for the salvation of sinners to her
159
Son.
Taking into consideration such factors
as the content of the scrolls’ texts and the
interaction between the ktetors and the holy
personages one can conclude that the
tradition of depicting a ktetor with a scroll
as a part of votive composition link
together two regions, namely late medieval
Serbia and Moldavia, and though some
similar solutions took place also in
Byzantine and post-Byzantine Greek art,
they do differ from the Serbian and
Moldavian ones by the messages written on
the ktetors’ scrolls.
All the cases regarded here were
examined on the basis of three elements,
the presence of a scroll depicting an act of
speech, the content of such scrolls
expressing supplication of the ktetors and
the interaction between the supplicants and
the holy personages. As a conclusion, the
origin of portraits representing ktetors
accompanied by patron saints advocating
for them by means of a prayer inscribed in
their scrolls demonstrates a strong
connection with the Byzantine tradition of
the Virgin Mediatrix iconography and can
be considered a step of its development, in
course of which a general prayer for
humanity on the Virgin’s scroll became
replaced by a supplication for a particular
sponsor, while the donors themselves turn
from kneeling and mute figures into
participants of dramatic interaction between
the holy personages. At the same time, the
portraits of donors holding scrolls as
expression of their own speeches addressed
toward the holy figures was a relatively rare
phenomenon in the Byzantine art, and it
evolved completely only during late
medieval period, in the art of the Byzantine
commonwealth, including Serbia and
Moldavia, and its evolution signified a
growing importance of ktetor’s own role.
Two traditions, of the patron saint’s
advocacy and sponsor’s own prayer merge
in Moldavian cases being expressed with
similar visual means (scrolls) and texts, and
sometimes appear together in the same
compositions (Dolheştii Mari, Rădăuţi)
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***
Depiction of a scroll in donor’s or holy
patron’s hands was a tool visualizing the act
of speech, its presence undoubtedly
demonstrated who was the originator of a
message, while gestures, poses and looks
were to show who was intended as an
addressee. A medieval beholder examining
such compositions, situated in Moldavian
churches at the eye level, noticed these
speech accessories, but further actions of
such beholder depended on his/her literacy.
If he/she was illiterate, the scrolls with
presumed texts were only to express who
undertakes a talk; in a case of a beholder
being able to read, the scrolls with
inscriptions received not only significance
as additional tools voicing supplication, but
also became a way of executing founders’
will by commemorating him and praying on
his behalf.
The matter is that the act of reading
during the middle ages meant to be an oral
performance, i.e the majority of texts was
160
th
read aloud.
Of course, in the late 15 –
th
16
centuries silent reading already
occurred in the European space, but as P.
161
Saenger noticed the main indicator of it
was the appearance of spaces between
words, and, therefore looking to the way the
Moldavian inscriptions are written (in
scriptura continua, without separation
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supplication texts appearing on the scrolls
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Lord, accept prayers and petitions of your
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delivering a short prayer for the salvation
for the depicted personage. This way the
texts on the scrolls were not only the means
of communication between the depicted
figures, but also agents of execution of
founder’s desire to be commemorated and
posthumously remembered.
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